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File: oOP.jpg (3.5 MB, 2128x3030)
 Marenheit 451 Art Pack Afterparty Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:07:01 No.35621289 >>35621290 >>35622624

It's Done! All in all over 200 images and 6 stories were submitted to the art pack. Check the thread for updates and details.

In this thread we contributed to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose was to promote free speech. Anypony was welcome to join and all media forms was accepted. A lot of
the art pack features Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this was not a requirement to be included.

Watch the afterparty stream here:
https://marenheit451.wolvan.at/
https://pony.tube/videos/watch/d57b283b-324b-4034-b5c1-e3d8e256de09

Download stream drawings:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/y9bsr5c0r9vu7h0/Stream%20Art%20%282%29.zip?dl=0

FAQs
Deadline?
Done.

Why the name?
Marenheit 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
The money will go to the Days End Farm Horse Rescue. $1200 has been donated to The Comic Book Defense League

Does the pack contain NSFW?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff are included.

What skill level was required?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Donation Link:
https://www.e-junkie.com/i/zss3?&card

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/OuNiA
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35617880 →

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:07:23 No.35621290 >>35622513 >>35622521 >>35622531 >>35622594 >>35622607 >>35622616 >>35622629 >>35622641 >>35626123
File: AnotherAnk.jpg (73 KB, 800x1099)

>>35621289 (OP)
Anchor for updates.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:08:51 No.35621301 >>35621387
File: 1576721437339.png (75 KB, 794x657)

The other one is at the top of page
nine.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:09:22 No.35621305
File: 1506893024887.png (166 KB, 1159x801)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:19:30 No.35621355 >>35621408 >>35621431 >>35621470 >>35621563 >>35622169 >>35627100
File: Right Arm of the forbidden one.png (1.12 MB, 702x1024)

Heil Hoofler /)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:25:48 No.35621387

>>35621301
Baby steps, anon. The one before was at the bottom of 7. We'll get to page 11 one day.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:28:09 No.35621406

You know. I don't say this enough. But i love you fuckers.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:28:51 No.35621408

>>35621355
Why isn't there a full set of these? Have I missed it?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:31:52 No.35621431

>>35621355
I want to lick her hoof

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:37:42 No.35621470 >>35621500

>>35621355
>arm
ponies have legs not arms

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:41:06 No.35621500 >>35621725

>>35621470
incorrect, the front limbs are called arms, which you'd know if you were a dedicated horsefucker

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:52:40 No.35621563

>>35621355
Very nice hoof

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:54:56 No.35621571 >>35621576 >>35621590 >>35621592 >>35621604
File: 1591847862914.gif (188 KB, 550x550)

I'm surprised of how we got no reactions from Twitter retards, but to be fair it wouldn't make sense to point out how the bad guys are doing something good, cuz it would make the good guys look bad cuz they're
doing nothing that could be considered good outside of fighting on the internet.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:55:35 No.35621573 >>35621578

still wating for a free mega link

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:56:32 No.35621576 >>35621601 >>35621711 >>35621839 >>35622021
File: file.png (31 KB, 597x371)

>>35621571
>no reaction

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:56:38 No.35621578

>>35621573
have you looked in the previous threads anon?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:58:37 No.35621590

>>35621571
Too busy donating to protest bail outs.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)00:59:08 No.35621592 >>35621613 >>35621620 >>35621629 >>35621644 >>35621668 >>35621691 >>35621742
File: file.png (416 KB, 596x863)

>>35621571

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:00:26 No.35621601 >>35621608

>>35621576
They made another one? What happened to #HarmonyNotHate?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:00:32 No.35621603 >>35621618

8 hours and I AM STILL FUCKING RENDERING

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:00:36 No.35621604

>>35621571
What reaction are you expecting? All they can do is silently seethe.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:01:20 No.35621608 >>35621613 >>35621711 >>35621863
File: file.png (307 KB, 603x861)

>>35621601
still ongoing and not a charity at all, just pay to virtue signal

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:02:26 No.35621613

>>35621592
>>35621608
>Still feel the need to shill themselves even when virtue signalling.
Mirrors must instantly shatter under the weight of their cognitive dissonance.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:02:46 No.35621615 >>35621626 >>35621633 >>35621893 >>35622086

I think i found a bitcoin miner in the artpack

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:03:14 No.35621616 >>35621627 >>35622105 >>35622120
File: file.png (94 KB, 594x794)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:03:42 No.35621618 >>35621626

>>35621603
upgrade your potato dude

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:03:52 No.35621620

>>35621592
>jokes are supposed to make everyone laugh
Fucking Hell, can I please get Michael McIntyre cancelled then?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:04:27 No.35621625
File: file.png (86 KB, 587x802)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:04:37 No.35621626

>>35621615
the pack doesn't even have an executable, anon
Gave me a good chuckle

>>35621618
god I wish. Someone got some money to pay for a 3950x?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:04:43 No.35621627

>>35621616
>they agree with us
>that means they're evil

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:04:51 No.35621629

>>35621592

>jokes are supposed to make everyone laugh

I don't think there exists a single joke that makes everyone laugh

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:05:35 No.35621632 >>35624026
File: file.png (129 KB, 595x895)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:05:34 No.35621633

>>35621615
prove it dilarious

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:06:46 No.35621644

>>35621592
>quoting yourself
pretty cringe

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:07:14 No.35621645 >>35621656
File: file.png (53 KB, 585x378)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:07:52 No.35621651

I just looked through the artpack. Shit man we got some real fucking quality going here, I am in awe

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:08:22 No.35621656 >>35621742 >>35628155

>>35621645
>Rommel
>Nazi
Now I'm mad

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:09:44 No.35621668 >>35621780

>>35621592
>#HarmonyOverHate
>#FriendshipFightsFascism
>entire message is just calling people you've never met scum, assuming the absolute least charitable interpretation of their motivations and values, and telling them they aren't welcome
Literally some of the least friendly, least welcoming people I've ever seen

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:11:22 No.35621674 >>35621692 >>35621700 >>35622940 >>35624030
File: file.png (39 KB, 584x239)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:13:05 No.35621691 >>35621709

>>35621592
>Don't donate to this pack who makes all the money go to poor horses in need
>Instead donate to ME
Fucking Christ, can they at least be subtle with being clout goblins?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:13:21 No.35621692 >>35621741

>>35621674
>Being buddy-buddy with furniggers
Of fucking course they are.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:13:38 No.35621694 >>35621714 >>35621737 >>35622082 >>35622118 >>35622553
File: file.png (332 KB, 598x893)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:14:46 No.35621700

>>35621674
The rope will come for all of them

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:16:42 No.35621709

>>35621691
Their ideology is one created by jews, so its only natural that they can only express greed and vice

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:17:03 No.35621711 >>35621717 >>35621772 >>35621785
File: the artist that dilarius (...).png (221 KB, 617x727)

>>35621576
>>35621608
I feel kind of bad for the artist they're commissioning. I don't think they know how
volatile her clients are.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:17:24 No.35621714

>>35621694
BASED

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:18:27 No.35621717 >>35621733 >>35621780

>>35621711
>yay i've been noticed
is that really why they create?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:19:12 No.35621725

>>35621500
wrong. only a specific section of the bones in their forelegs are referred to as the arm

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:20:23 No.35621733

>>35621717
sadly, most of them

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:20:42 No.35621737

>>35621694
Imagine keeping tabs on a site you hate and will never use

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:21:32 No.35621741 >>35621780 >>35621797 >>35623054
File: file.png (180 KB, 597x607)

>>35621692
halfway there already

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:21:53 No.35621742

>>35621592
I've heard all this drivel somewhere.
Oh, right. The SUtards during Tumblr, same ones that drove Zamii to attempt to take her life.
>>35621656
The fuck did you expect from people larping as commies while goosestepping 1 to 1 as NSDAP brownshirts?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:23:18 No.35621756
File: file.png (128 KB, 594x792)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:23:51 No.35621760 >>35621780 >>35621892

>35621668
Dolores Principle, anon. The more someone postures about being good, the more vile they actually are.
No, they don't see the glaring irony in calling for "harmony", "love", or "tolerance" while in the same breath decrying violence and death upon people they have branded "nazis".

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:25:01 No.35621772

>>35621711
Oh, he absolutely does. And he's the same kind of piece of shit as these "clients".

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:26:21 No.35621780 >>35621808

>>35621717
Yes.
>>35621741
What the FUCK is with her face.
>>35621760
Made a mistake in editing, here's your missed (You) anon >>35621668

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:26:53 No.35621785 >>35621825 >>35621863
File: file.png (154 KB, 590x682)

>>35621711
probably these

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:28:45 No.35621797

>>35621741
OF COURSE she would do it with alicorn princess twilight sparkle™
OF FUCKING COURSE
these fucking pieces of shit are the antithesis of a brony
they all need to go the sooner the better

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:30:11 No.35621808

>>35621780
>What the FUCK is with her face.
She's part piggy. Piggy Twiggie.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:32:30 No.35621825

>>35621785
I may accept handouts, but I would sooner starve and freeze to death in a drain pipe somewhere before I would ever fucking ask for them.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:35:13 No.35621839 >>35621921

>>35621576
>life after hate
It's just a group that wants to make you hate yourself. Notice how their members who claim to be former nazi's know next to nothing other than "durr darkies". It's bullshit that's been astroturfed everywhere. Why would an actual nazi
want to join a Jewish organization that wants you to hate yourself for people who despise you regardless?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:38:17 No.35621853 >>35621876 >>35621912 >>35621939 >>35621941

why is it always the angry white liberals that ruin everything?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:39:43 No.35621863

>>35621785
this is the one who made this >>35621608
no wonder theyre going backrupt when all they did was virtue signal instead of working on their craft

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:41:25 No.35621876 >>35621895 >>35621901

>>35621853
I don't know if it's always the liberals, the cultural pendulum's just been swung in their direction for at least a decade now. The soccer mom conservatives were doing this same moralfag shit back in the 90s and 00s.
t. older millennialfag who still remembers the panics over muh violent vidya

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:44:12 No.35621892

>>35621760
Goodness and nobility are self evident
Anyone that has to insist they're good isn't, never was, and never will be

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:44:14 No.35621893

>>35621615
How do you think I was able to donate that much

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:44:38 No.35621895 >>35628176

>>35621876
Don't forget the moral outrage over rap and whatnot. Remember, they tried to censor NWA's Straight Outta Compton because of the song "Fuck tha Police".

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:45:05 No.35621901

>>35621876
'member when young, liberal minded people were anti-censorship? I 'member.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:46:53 No.35621912

>>35621853
They're the most easily domesticated, as they are not capable of creating thoughts and opinions of their own
They march to the tune of whomever is in power, flipping on a dime without hesitation

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:48:31 No.35621918 >>35621924 >>35621930 >>35621931 >>35621937 >>35621942 >>35621958

Slowpoke here. Can someone tell me why the Comic Book Defense Fund didn't get more money? I thought this pack went over 6k?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:48:59 No.35621921

>>35621839
Well, if you have a crisis of faith regarding your [race]-supremacist belief system due to the endless ocean of anti-you propaganda and massive public demonization, you would be left basically re-creating your worldview from scratch
with "I am a shitty person" as the starting point and reason for your sudden total change in outlook. It would be kinda natural to turn to a group like this if you made this specific transition and didn't have any support network left for
yourself. Naturally, everyone else in the group would be as empty and lost as you.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:49:36 No.35621924

>>35621918
Some faggot discovered the CBDL has literature about they/them pronouns and not being a racist and got asshurt.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:50:32 No.35621930

>>35621918
their position didn't align with the goals of the pack. or to put it another way, they're opportunistic free-speechers who would censor shit the moment they didn't like it.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:50:38 No.35621931

>>35621918
People who came in after the polls threw a shitfit due to sjw comics on the website as well as the political fall out of some top level people resigning. Datte then listened to the people complaining.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:51:26 No.35621937

>>35621918
Some people dediced to throw a fit because people in said organisation committed crimes (I think sexual assault but I don't know or care) and were then removed from said organisation, and also the cbdf had some pronoun literature of
some kind up.

Basically, it was just easier to unite bronies under a horse charity instead of a free speech one.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:52:00 No.35621939

>>35621853
Because most of them are at least middle class kids, or 40 year old women who didn't use their eggs before they got scrambled, so they have time to waste.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:52:12 No.35621941 >>35621955

>>35621853
You know the phrase "nigger cattle"? Well, literal niggers are a bit too good at being nigger cattle, so they just sit around in herds with their crack and jordans and stolen TVs. The ones you see the most are the figurative niggers, the
ones who have fully embraced the cattle life but who have enough intelligence left to communicate with others, even if this communication is reduced to irrational screeching - at least it's loud and clear screeching. The kind of
screeching that ruins things.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:52:39 No.35621942

>>35621918
new management is sjw friendly

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:54:37 No.35621952 >>35621957 >>35621963 >>35621998 >>35621999 >>35622018
File: Hamplanet Overate.png (306 KB, 564x746)

shoutout to Braster the fatshist pig

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:54:56 No.35621955

>>35621941
i have the right to run you over because you glow like a football field spotlight

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:55:41 No.35621957

>>35621952 (You)
>I CAN'T BREATHE

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:55:54 No.35621958

>>35621918
In the moment, there was some shitfit about their pronounce guide and stuff. (As someone who wasn't itt until the pack got released, since apparently this controversial stuff was well known by the organisers, it would've been really
helpful to make a FAQ to explain things to people to avoid this kind of backlash.)
In hindsight, I think that was a good thing, because the horse charity can almost certainly use it more. I've said it before, but I'd much rather my shekels go to help some actual horse, than to pad the pockets of lawyers, even if the
lawyers are for a good cause. I still like that a not-insignificant amount was donated to the CBLDF, because that was the pack still noticeably supported free speech.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)01:56:56 No.35621963

>>35621952 (You)
I literally can't fucking breathe fuck you anon

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:04:08 No.35621998
File: 1583404980428.png (265 KB, 723x570)

>>35621952 (You)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:04:11 No.35621999
File: fenneko laugh 1584042559942.gif (126 KB, 481x481)

>>35621952 (You)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:10:20 No.35622018
File: 146543657.jpg (61 KB, 500x499)

>>35621952 (You)
>over ate

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:11:32 No.35622021

>>35621576
Think they will actually have any success?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:12:16 No.35622028 >>35622033
File: 1594952160525.jpg (156 KB, 640x632)

Threadly reminder to check Dattes drunk stream box for
hidden treasures.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/y9bsr5c0r
9vu7h0/Stream%20Art%20%282%29.zip?dl=0

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:14:37 No.35622033 >>35622059 >>35622513
File: lwaqqkzsath.png (1.36 MB, 2601x2815)

>>35622028
just post em you lazy nigger

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:15:41 No.35622035 >>35622059 >>35622513
File: TF2medicfluttershy.jpg (766 KB, 2500x2500)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:20:01 No.35622046 >>35622059 >>35622513
File: Capture_flutter.png (793 KB, 1472x918)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:23:53 No.35622056

>tf2
base

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:24:59 No.35622059 >>35622077

>>35622033
>>35622035
>>35622046
It's funny how medic mains are either the most based people you could ever meet or an actual tranny

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:25:42 No.35622061 >>35622513
File: medic.png (166 KB, 917x836)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:28:52 No.35622073 >>35622513
File: unknown.png (2.25 MB, 3978x3635)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:29:30 No.35622077 >>35622087 >>35624038

>>35622059
...
who here plays healers in a good portion of the games where that's a viable option?
I do. That's one.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:29:54 No.35622078 >>35622135 >>35622513
File: bitchpoopoo.png (161 KB, 580x706)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:31:15 No.35622082

>>35621694
That's cheeky, love it.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:31:35 No.35622083
File: 2020-31-16_-_21_31_33.png (20 KB, 1071x1023)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:31:55 No.35622086

>>35621615
Shit, is that why the pack is 20GB?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:32:06 No.35622087 >>35622092

>>35622077
I like playing supports simply because nobody expects me to be good at the game that way.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:32:38 No.35622091 >>35622521
File: Aryanne_Luftkriegspin.jpg (136 KB, 681x898)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:33:13 No.35622092

>>35622087
I play supports to bully bad enemy supports

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:33:39 No.35622095 >>35622521
File: aryanne_and_luft.png (122 KB, 625x853)

 Kassaz 07/18/20(Sat)02:34:24 No.35622098 >>35622126 >>35622129

I suppose one more post won't hurt. In for a penny, in for a pound. It's been an honour, being part of this pack with so many talented people. It's always fun being part of the gestalt. It makes me happy.

It's a shame that pregnant Aryanne was supposedly left out. It should be put in one of the free copies, if that hasn't already been done. I'm having trouble with the mega link, so it would be nice to have another way to download it.

>>35620854 →
What did you think of my story?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:34:41 No.35622099 >>35622521
File: 1.png (312 KB, 1200x1000)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:35:53 No.35622103 >>35622521
File: aryyyy.png (104 KB, 616x727)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:36:19 No.35622105
File: 1459130938120.png (64 KB, 208x205)

>>35621616
...what?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:37:03 No.35622111 >>35622397 >>35622521
File: lwaradpbyal.png (1.35 MB, 2895x2818)

 !WolvanID8M 07/18/20(Sat)02:37:35 No.35622114 >>35622212

I was a little bored and made somewhat of a landing page for the pack. If you don't like it I'll remove it again, but I thought that might look a bit better than just a directory listing.

If you got any suggestions, feel free to hit me up as well.
https://marenheit451.wolvan.at/

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:39:10 No.35622118
File: 1557846725694.png (161 KB, 378x409)

>>35621694
goddamn zizzy is
fucking based

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:39:58 No.35622120

>>35621616
Its hosted in France

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:40:03 No.35622121 >>35622531
File: itsshit.jpg (536 KB, 2283x1386)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:41:05 No.35622124 >>35622531
File: gary_req.png (237 KB, 1253x924)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:41:11 No.35622126
File: Screenshot_20200718_024053.png (122 KB, 513x572)

>>35622098
>It's a shame that pregnant Aryanne was
supposedly left out.
You mean this? It's in the pack.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:41:32 No.35622129

>>35622098
The pregnant Aryanne was included in the pack. Filename: Aryanne is a Cute Pony (Pregnant).jpg

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:42:08 No.35622132 >>35622531
File: 2020-16-16_-_22_16_35.png (15 KB, 600x692)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:43:20 No.35622135 >>35622144

>>35622078
damn who drew this? looks like anontheanons stuff

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:44:37 No.35622142 >>35622151

>3 responses
>3 supports
oh my god /mlp/ is support mains

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:45:25 No.35622144

>>35622135
it is, he was in the stream

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:46:34 No.35622147 >>35622531
File: unknown (1).png (169 KB, 1173x628)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:46:49 No.35622150 >>35623811
File: 2E52BA850D50FB4FCBE505206(...).png (1.19 MB, 1902x2956)

he will not dilate us

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:46:52 No.35622151

>>35622142
I have kd >1 when I'm playing medic

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:48:02 No.35622155 >>35622531
File: picniccc.png (432 KB, 1350x752)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:49:09 No.35622158
File: AutumnBlaze1.jpg (494 KB, 2000x2000)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:50:11 No.35622164
File: autumn_blaze.png (173 KB, 1115x859)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:52:09 No.35622169 >>35623131

>>35621355
unfunfhooves

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:52:44 No.35622170
File: AutumnBlaze2.jpg (636 KB, 2500x2500)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:53:54 No.35622172
File: 3.png (289 KB, 704x1000)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:55:10 No.35622177 >>35623123
File: file.png (488 KB, 1672x969)

>rhorses drunken shitpost is too
big to upload to 4chan

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:58:06 No.35622188
File: autmn.png (284 KB, 998x1080)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)02:59:08 No.35622193 >>35622211 >>35622594
File: hatt.png (41 KB, 333x555)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:01:39 No.35622201 >>35622594
File: Aryannehat.jpg (424 KB, 2000x2000)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:02:40 No.35622209 >>35622594
File: 2020-15-16_-_23_15_42.png (10 KB, 829x435)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:02:54 No.35622211

>>35622193
Cute!

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:02:55 No.35622212 >>35622241

>>35622114
I like it. Also worth noting, you can DL a copy of the VOD from ponytube directly too (the triple dots next to 'share') for a 750MB-ish copy that still looks decent, and has a much much faster DL rate.

I'll be grabbing the original from you as well, but if you're just looking for a viewable copy of the VOD the one from ponytube should be more than sufficient.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:03:43 No.35622219
File: 07_16_requests_kirin.png (44 KB, 1260x1868)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:05:04 No.35622227 >>35622265 >>35622594
File: 4.png (245 KB, 820x709)

this isnt a micro ary, the bigger the donations get the bigger her hat
gets or even duplicates

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:06:07 No.35622233 >>35622594 >>35623123
File: file.png (907 KB, 1619x962)

>another giant fuckign file by rhose

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:07:10 No.35622239 >>35622594
File: aryanne_2.png (166 KB, 1101x873)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:07:21 No.35622241 >>35622254 >>35622260

>>35622212
Ponytube doesn't even wanna load for me. And I am still rendering out my own low quality render, but that render is already going for 10 hours

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:08:13 No.35622245 >>35622607
File: GildaAryannepet.jpg (326 KB, 1161x1489)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:09:14 No.35622250 >>35622607
File: 07_16_requests_gilda.png (22 KB, 790x499)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:09:49 No.35622254 >>35622258

>>35622241
I'm uploading my copy of the afterparty VOD ripped from ponytube to MEGA right now, expect it to take 20 minutes with my garbage tier asynchronous internet.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:10:21 No.35622256 >>35622607
File: gilda.png (121 KB, 842x865)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:10:51 No.35622258 >>35622266 >>35622378

>>35622254
if you're cool with it I'll mirror it to my server and link it on the page

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:10:55 No.35622260 >>35622272

>>35622241
If you switch it in settings to use HTTP direct it is a lot better. I'd like to be able to use it as intended (p2p), but it doesn't always work. If you want a smaller video file, my original recording is 1.9gb. I could upload it to Mega.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:11:19 No.35622263 >>35628170
File: marenheit 451.png (170 KB, 599x498)

doing what I can dudes

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:11:27 No.35622264 >>35622607
File: 5.png (452 KB, 1200x1000)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:11:32 No.35622265

>>35622227
>No micro Ary
>No pocket nazi to direct you to the gas chambers
>All she wants is for you to take teapot off the fire, as the noise is starting to annoy her

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:11:33 No.35622266

>>35622258
It's just a MEGA link my man, you do whatever you want with it. I'll respond to this post again when its done.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:12:29 No.35622269 >>35622616
File: 2020-27-17_-_00_27_38.png (14 KB, 928x513)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:12:58 No.35622272 >>35622328

>>35622260
I'll just host em all and have a menu to choose from come up or smth

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:13:30 No.35622274
File: CelestiaNazi.jpg (214 KB, 1270x1565)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:15:35 No.35622277 >>35622616
File: aryanne_3.png (115 KB, 778x889)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:16:37 No.35622281 >>35622616
File: cOQ7FVj.png (41 KB, 460x323)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:16:58 No.35622282 >>35622308
File: 1576952698277.png (2 KB, 172x73)

This is the fastest I've ever seen my upload rate. Ever.

Kill me. Fiber/Starlink when
I fucking hate having 5Mb/s up and 300Mb/s down. Comcast can suck a fat dick, and Centurylink can to for installing fiber 4 blocks

away but not where I live.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:17:38 No.35622286
File: aI1dHw5.png (58 KB, 637x430)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:18:38 No.35622292 >>35622299
File: 2020-56-17_-_00_56_38.png (8 KB, 483x464)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:19:39 No.35622296 >>35622310 >>35622629
File: sJ7DtZc.png (67 KB, 617x415)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:20:47 No.35622298 >>35622310 >>35622629
File: grilling.jpg (365 KB, 1405x1206)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:20:47 No.35622299

>>35622292
pour one out for the austrian. May his next beer have alcohol

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:21:49 No.35622304 >>35622629
File: unknown (9).png (192 KB, 1079x790)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:22:27 No.35622308 >>35622318

>>35622282
Still miles better than me, with 10Mb/s down 0.7Mb/s up
If you think yours is bad, remember that there's always someone with much worse shit. No need to get angry pham

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:22:50 No.35622309 >>35622629
File: aryanne_4.png (168 KB, 1214x760)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:22:53 No.35622310 >>35622334

>>35622296
>>35622298
These give me an idea I have zero hope of ever doing anything with. Aryanne grilling with the heat of a turbo butthurt twitter/derpi pone.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:23:53 No.35622313 >>35622339 >>35622629
File: unknown (10).png (1.27 MB, 2959x2598)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:24:59 No.35622318 >>35622345

>>35622308
Of course others have it worse, but the reason I can't stand the upload rate asynchronicity is because it makes it really fucking hard to distribute all the shit I've stashed away over the years that's been taken down by artists and
musicians and shit.

Some vids can take me literal hours to re-upload and I also still have a 1TB monthly bandwidth cap because comcast.

If I had better internet I could do more to get the shit I've got archived back out to people. That's mainly why I'm mad.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:25:10 No.35622320 >>35622629
File: SteamDeliver1.png (3.24 MB, 2500x2200)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:26:21 No.35622323 >>35622641
File: communitymanifesto.jpg (278 KB, 1071x1410)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:27:30 No.35622326 >>35622641
File: unknown (11).png (1.18 MB, 2716x2785)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:27:39 No.35622328 >>35622380 >>35622456

>>35622272
Here is a Mega link with my original recordings of the livestreams (Datte's drawstream will be uploaded as well).
https://mega.nz/folder/rUYwyATK#ibOXuvUo4z62IVqgQsOPKA

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:28:30 No.35622334 >>35622438

>>35622310
>Molly Tov hunched over and furiously tapping away at her smartphone on pone twitter, too morally outraged to notice Aryanne grilling some fuckin' leeks on the back of her trigger-heated head

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:28:42 No.35622337 >>35622641
File: veronica.png (200 KB, 973x906)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:28:49 No.35622339 >>35622464

>>35622313
Daw, that's a cute Kirin.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:29:44 No.35622344 >>35622641 >>35624383
File: xIKdXxW.png (71 KB, 448x460)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:29:52 No.35622345

>>35622318
Fair, never understood why both of them can't be the same, home bandwidth cap is the faggiest shit out there too so I feel for ya there

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:30:46 No.35622346 >>35622641
File: unknown (12).png (648 KB, 1883x1253)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:31:47 No.35622353 >>35622641
File: 2020-01-17_-_02_01_32.png (12 KB, 807x427)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:33:18 No.35622364 >>35622641
File: unknown (13).png (2.4 MB, 3035x2671)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:34:23 No.35622372 >>35622641
File: SteamDeliver2.png (1.47 MB, 2500x2200)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:35:39 No.35622377
File: unknown (14).png (227 KB, 1034x886)

>furfag memes

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:35:49 No.35622378 >>35622380

>>35622258
ponytube rip: https://mega.nz/file/TlBFACyS#f4vMcvAViCo2vLFFx99r68fhysHvDT-4kibD9snsB4Q

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:37:04 No.35622379 >>35622421
File: unknown (7).png (286 KB, 1423x797)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:37:07 No.35622380

>>35622378
>>35622328
Thanks you two. I'll add the thing tomorrow because I am still exhausted from hosting the stream and kinda just want to go to bed today

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:38:09 No.35622381
File: Capture.png (177 KB, 1201x845)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:39:50 No.35622388 >>35622453 >>35622513
File: piss_cat.png (652 KB, 1859x1165)

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:40:54 No.35622392 >>35622616
File: SteamDeliver0.png (1.44 MB, 2500x2200)

lightning round, the rest is porn

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:42:02 No.35622397 >>35622521

>>35622111
https://u.smutty.horse/lwaradsfype.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:44:05 No.35622407
File: file.png (247 KB, 1172x887)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcqfwaykp.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:45:57 No.35622418
File: file.png (163 KB, 469x654)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcqpmqlul.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:46:58 No.35622421

>>35622379
https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcqwjyccg.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:48:10 No.35622426
File: file.png (225 KB, 1006x628)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcrgerdnm.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:49:12 No.35622430 >>35622607
File: file.png (205 KB, 549x848)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcrmdlokc.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:50:22 No.35622438

>>35622334
More like
>Molly Tov typing away cancelling and outrage while winking at Aryanne, while Derpi mods read through their twitter feeds and supply the combustion

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:51:33 No.35622440 >>35622616
File: file.png (112 KB, 445x669)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcrqpjzoe.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:52:34 No.35622443
File: file.png (26 KB, 377x492)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcsatupzu.png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:53:41 No.35622446 >>35622641
File: file.png (161 KB, 798x681)

https://u.smutty.horse/lwbcsgmxful.
png

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:55:49 No.35622453

>>35622388
amazing

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:56:21 No.35622454
File: unknown (8).png (1.2 MB, 3503x3534)

and thats it, unless you want this
pointless drawing by rat

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:56:29 No.35622456

>>35622328
What's the difference between the two files?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:58:56 No.35622464 >>35622471

>>35622339
crade was my favorite in terms of style, but being a filly fucker the most of the stuff he drew for the stream was foalcon

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)03:59:50 No.35622471 >>35622490

>>35622464
>but being a filly fucker the most of the stuff he drew for the stream was foalcon
That sound like a win for me.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:03:07 No.35622490

>>35622471
nignogs was also great, but only drew one tf flutter then finished it while everyone else had 30min per

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:07:45 No.35622513

>>35621290
>>35622033
>>35622035
>>35622046
>>35622061
>>35622073
>>35622078
>>35622388
tf fluttershy deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:09:21 No.35622521

>>35621290
>>35622091
>>35622095
>>35622099
>>35622103
>>35622111
>>35622397
Luftkrieg pretending to be an airplane deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:10:43 No.35622531

>>35621290
>>35622121
>>35622124
>>35622132
>>35622147
>>35622155
nazi pone bonding deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:14:43 No.35622553 >>35622572
File: supermeme.png (2.31 MB, 4673x2034)

>>35621694
Oh shit it's that guy!
God I wish this was /mlpol/ and I could post
multiple pics per thread.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:17:24 No.35622572

>>35622553
Brainfart
I meant multiple pics per post.
anyway
>>35622352 →
>>35622382 →
>>35622427 →
>>35622470 →
>>35622523 →
enjoy some shit edits i made of that guy's absolutely buttfucking tittyfucking gay art
penis penis penis I want to stick my dick right into a slime girl so fucking bad, holy shit, I need it, I need her, I need her fucking me, I need the cold soothing liquid licking the sweat from my flesh with her slime tentacle hair

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:19:41 No.35622579 >>35622666 >>35622684 >>35622756 >>35623773 >>35625745

Okay boys, Goldenwing here. I know I'm way late but fuck me, I'm not writing something like this unless I'm confident about it, and better late than never, right? So here's my current premise, let me know what you think.

>Twilight calls Starlight in to freakout about an ad she saw in the Ponyville newspaper, featuring Aryanne
>She asks Starlight to look into it
>Starlight investigates the address in the ad disguised as a unicorn supremacist, but instead of some tribalist cult she just finds ponies of all tribes patiently waiting their turns
>It turns out that Aryanne is actually a professional dom who specializes in tribalism. She's an earth pony but has fake horns and wings, and the swastika is just a sticker she puts over her cutie mark, which is just a heart.
>Get some clop of Aryanne domming Big Mac or something, and then Starlight confronts her personally.

I feel like this checks all the boxes. I'm imagining how Aryanne would react to Starlight asking if she's actually tribalist.
>"Why would I be tribalist against earth ponies? I'm an earth pony!"
>"It's just a kink, Starlight. Ponies come to me to get their rocks off."
>"Starlight, I've never actually hurt anyone in my life! Unless they were paying me to, of course."

Comments?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:22:33 No.35622594

>>35621290
>>35622193
>>35622201
>>35622209
>>35622227
>>35622233
>>35622239
Ary gets a bigger hat the more donations she gets, deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:24:32 No.35622607 >>35624504

>>35621290
>>35622245
>>35622250
>>35622256
>>35622264
>>35622430
gilda hanging out with luftkrieg deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:26:43 No.35622616

>>35621290
>>35622269
>>35622277
>>35622281
>>35622392
>>35622440
anon with any of the nazi ponies deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:28:30 No.35622624 >>35622960

>>35621289 (OP)
Is there any foalcon in the pack
Such things are illegal where I am and I do not want to get fucked in the ass

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:29:25 No.35622629

>>35621290
>>35622296
>>35622298
>>35622304
>>35622309
>>35622313
>>35622320
aryanne using a kirins fire like a grill deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:31:38 No.35622641

>>35621290
>>35622323
>>35622326
>>35622337
>>35622344
>>35622346
>>35622353
>>35622364
>>35622372
>>35622446
veronika reading the communist manifesto deliveries

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:36:55 No.35622666 >>35623130

>>35622579
Shouldn't you be writing more airship adventure instead of goose stepping around here?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:41:16 No.35622684
File: 1401280393175.jpg (48 KB, 300x263)

>>35622579
looks good

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:47:44 No.35622712 >>35622731 >>35622742 >>35622849 >>35625745
File: 1807.png (236 KB, 800x900)

A bit late to the party

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:52:50 No.35622731

>>35622712
that's a nice ary

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)04:55:36 No.35622742

>>35622712
She looks like she needs some cuddles, asap.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:00:10 No.35622756 >>35623130

>>35622579
That sounds pretty cute actually, but what's with the fake horn and wings part? Is she wearing them in the ad picture? I'm wondering how it would be phrased so that Twi would get the wrong impression or maybe she just sees Aryanne,
identifies her as "bad pony cuz nazi cutie mark", and disregards the rest of the ad in banic :DDD Would kind of be mirroring how the pro-censorship group is reacting.

And also, do Starlight and Aryanne get a little "time together" utilizing their respective communist and nazi cutie marks/personalties for some fun dynamics during sexy times?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:10:54 No.35622802
File: nice.png (90 KB, 347x398)

we featured now

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:10:57 No.35622803 >>35622810
File: 1571123072478.png (34 KB, 110x125)

>>35622796

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:11:48 No.35622807 >>35622810 >>35622825
File: 2187221__safe_artist-colo(...).png (300 KB, 1000x1125)

>>35622796
>tails

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:12:35 No.35622810 >>35622817

>>35622803
>>35622807
same filename, wrong folder

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:13:43 No.35622817 >>35622822 >>35622823

>>35622810
That raises even more questions.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:14:59 No.35622822
File: 1589382702985.gif (855 KB, 340x213)

>>35622817
Have a gif for that.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:15:50 No.35622823 >>35622976
File: mlp_gamestop_autism_recom(...).png (49 KB, 657x336)

>>35622817

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:16:27 No.35622825
File: 157357658568.png (793 KB, 1000x1125)

>>35622807
>not using superior
version

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:23:55 No.35622849

>>35622712
beautiful butt

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:43:59 No.35622940 >>35622951

>>35621674
From the pony fandom I wish "alt-furries" will kick out all leftist degenerates from furry fandom, so that we all can live in peace (as completely separate fandoms still).

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:47:04 No.35622951 >>35623926

>>35622940
It didn't work with the Burned Furs, and it won't work with the Alt-furs. "Let he who is without sin cast the first stone", and all that.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:48:55 No.35622960

>>35622624
There's a futa-Aryanne-on-zeeb thing that is ostensibly foalcon, but that could just as easily be a size difference thing. There are no canon-underage characters (and almost no canon characters at all, really).

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)05:52:14 No.35622976

>>35622823
That's equal parts sad, hilarious, and heartwarming.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:06:33 No.35623054 >>35623143

>>35621741
She has multiple chins. Look how they massacred my girl

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:18:49 No.35623123

>>35622177
>>35622233
My apologies, Anon. I didn't realize how big I made that canvas size and I copy pasted it directly to the chat. Thanks for uploading and resizing everything, you're a gem. Seeing these while sober has been a treat. I'm not even sure how
I duplicated the line layer for the autumn one. I destroyed my own sides at the Lyra related ones when I woke up this morning.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:19:50 No.35623130 >>35624108

>>35622666
Don't worry, I'll at least finish my next chapter before shitting this out. Luna knows Gara won't stop hounding me over it.
>>35622756
>What's with the fake horn and wings part?
Well she's an earth pony, right? And if she's supposed to be playing the part of some tribalist unicorn then logically she should wear an appropriate costume. Because, after all, why would an earth pony by tribalist against earth ponies?
(^:
I figure she's wearing them in the ad because it's Ponyville, an "earth pony town," and her most common customers is probably earth ponies looking for the mudpony treatment. The "Nazi cutie mark" can't come into it because logically
Nazi's don't exist in MLP, but the swastika could maybe be some symbol that's known in the BDSM community? I dunno how to work that bit exactly.

>And also, do Starlight and Aryanne get a little "time together" utilizing their respective communist and nazi cutie marks/personalties for some fun dynamics during sexy times?
I could do a second chapter where they both dom someone, or where Aryanne subs for Starlight.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:20:13 No.35623131 >>35624419

>>35622169
same...why is this so hot?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:21:53 No.35623143 >>35623178 >>35623393

>>35623054
this.
this is what happens when you put big ol cheeks and Family Guy jaws on fucking ponies. it's a style that has taken off and is utter shite

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:27:11 No.35623178

>>35623143
jesus im glad I've not seen it before really. That's... thats horrible.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)06:57:35 No.35623350 >>35623391 >>35623834 >>35624416

There are people in clopfics' comments going on about how sexualizing Nazis means that you support them. So, how do they feel about sexualizing women/men/[ethnic group of your pick here]?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)07:06:08 No.35623391
File: 800px-Ilsa_she_wolf_of_ss(...).jpg (271 KB, 800x1221)

>>35623350
Ilsa, She-Wolf of the SS was all about that, and yet she was very clearly the bad guy. It was in some respects a horror movie, one lacking in any racial overtones, and was basically a "women in prison" movie that was
more about female supremacy and domination than anything else. Not that it needs to be said, but these people are idiots.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)07:06:35 No.35623393
File: ArtBoard_Image_57.png (81 KB, 720x1184)

>>35623143
YOU WANNA GOOOO!?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:05:24 No.35623773

>>35622579
I very much want to read that!

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:26:11 No.35623811

>>35622150
cute

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:39:29 No.35623834
File: 67dd5e286beea5ac992fc2762(...).png (48 KB, 586x328)

>>35623350
Tell those same people that sexualizing children means you're a pedophile. Watch them recoil in shock at the accusation. How dare you even suggest such a thing, they will say. It's just a harmless
fantasy, they will say.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:46:41 No.35623856 >>35623879

>>35620757 →
For now already uploaded (and further, if they're linked to the artpack thread as source) by some anons/artists contributions to the artpack will remain on site (rule #1 freaks here, technically it's a violation, but legal source exists).

For paid pack dnp applies until contributors start posting by themselves, for 0+ pwyws dnp lasts for a week (if no different conditions were requested). I saw 08/08 as starting date multiple times, but preferably I need an OP to confirm it.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:53:35 No.35623879

>>35623856
It was decided during the stream to release on 8/8 because memes.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:54:50 No.35623884 >>35623921 >>35623930 >>35623932

So, I clipped a few audio clips that I thought was amusing from the celebration stream.

Horse orgasms
u.smutty.horse/lwbfmziwxri.mp3

Alcohol free beer pt 1
u.smutty.horse/lwbfmzgoowl.mp3

Alcohol free beer pt 2
u.smutty.horse/lwbfmzhqcyc.mp3

Curse for not going to Equestria when you die
u.smutty.horse/lwbfmzazqyg.mp3

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)09:58:20 No.35623898 >>35623906 >>35623925 >>35623943
File: file.png (7 KB, 475x66)

what fucking retard set up this tag?
now every marenheit pic has /mlp/ tag association and the end of derpibooru

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:00:58 No.35623906 >>35623943

>>35623898
>every marenheit pic has /mlp/ tag association
>every marenheit pic implies the end of Derpibooru
>Who setup this tag?
Someone based and redpilled, I guess.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:07:42 No.35623921

>>35623884
>You have to fuck a horse to draw horsefucking.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:09:54 No.35623925 >>35623943

>>35623898
>implies meta
Guess that explains why I didn't see them. Fucking why?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:10:18 No.35623926 >>35623931

>>35622951
"Older that dirt", fag detected.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:10:54 No.35623930 >>35623934

>>35623884
What about Crade moaning like a Germane mare in heat and the rest of the drawfags baiting him into doing it again?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:11:44 No.35623931

>>35623926
Might just be someone who knows their history. The Burned Furs were part of the Down the Rabbit Hole documentary.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:12:01 No.35623932

>>35623884
There were too many good moments to possible clip them all, but those were some good ones.

The ending was perfection too.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:12:28 No.35623934 >>35623952

>>35623930
I'll need to look that one up, give me a bit as I forgot where in the vod that was. Would you know roughly when that is?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:19:00 No.35623943 >>35624427

>>35623925
>>35623898
>>35623906

>/mlp/ art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship
>why /mlp/
>why meta

You serious?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:23:09 No.35623952 >>35623997

>>35623934
I'm not sure. Maybe around the 4:30 mark when Crade takes over reading that tf story.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:45:10 No.35623997 >>35624016

>>35623952
Found it.

Crade does Aryanne's moans:
u.smutty.horse/lwbfycswoeg.mp3

Stream end:
u.smutty.horse/lwbfyculggx.mp3

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)10:56:34 No.35624016 >>35624264

>>35623997
>Jargon Scott's a crypto-fascist

>WHA-

Lol the actual stream ends there, you must be using the recording Wolvan had that went just a tad longer.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)11:03:56 No.35624026

>>35621632
>that's what make it noble
Fuck no, you retard.
I'm a leftist populist, but you fucking SJWs are so goddamn insane unironic nazis are more acceptable than you in comparison.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)11:07:34 No.35624030

>>35621674
>we would burn it down
S1/S2 Equestria is pretty much perfection from a Nazi perspective.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)11:12:23 No.35624038

>>35622077
I do.
Not because I like playing support, but because in 99% of all PvP games support classes are the only ones that can carry an entire team of morons.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)11:58:33 No.35624108

>>35623130
>the windmill of friendship is pony equivalent of bdsm triskelion/the ring of O

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)12:25:13 No.35624144 >>35624148

https://www.fimfiction.net/story/473172/youre-free-now
My first thought when i saw this was that it was a suicide letter.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)12:27:42 No.35624148

>>35624144
Ah fuck, wrong thread. I'm too drunk for this.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)13:50:52 No.35624264

>>35624016
https://u.smutty.horse/lwbhkcaloem.mp3
There you go. properly cut

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)14:43:32 No.35624383 >>35624408

>>35622344
>that reference
i lol'd

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)14:56:54 No.35624408
File: Krusty Komedy Klassic.jpg (54 KB, 500x375)

>>35624383

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:01:59 No.35624416 >>35624516

>>35623350
Give 'em the stalag fiction again. I've yet to see anyone even attempt to respond to this.
>Sexualising Nazis means you support Nazis
>Jews who were actually in concentration camps sexualised Nazis
>Jewish victims of the Nazis are Nazis
>SJW.exe has crashed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_fiction

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:04:36 No.35624419

>>35623131
Hooves are naturally hot. Do you think the >nohooves meme is just being a smartass or something? It could easily have been ">not pony" or ">bipedal" or something. But it's >no hooves, because hooves are both a defining feature and
one of the best parts of a pony.

 !WolvanID8M 07/18/20(Sat)15:04:56 No.35624421 >>35624422 >>35624486

https://marenheit451.wolvan.at/
I updated the page to include the different VoD Files for download.

Not entirely sure about the text, so if you guys got a better text block I'd be happy to put that in instead.
Or if you have opinions/ideas for the looks of the site.

Does anyone have the weathered looking book-style poster by the way? I considered putting that in instead of the pristine version

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:05:57 No.35624422

>>35624421
Both the Ponytube RIP and my own Re-encoding are streamable directly from my server, no need to download

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:08:57 No.35624427 >>35624834

>>35623943
/mlp/, sure. Meta? Fuck no, it's just art of Aryanne. It was made for some particular cause but that doesn't make it meta. Are BLM images tagged meta or something? And BLM images are generally far, far more mouthpiecey, this is
actual art with no mouthpieces, no meta references, just cute Ary.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:29:52 No.35624475 >>35625745
File: DSC02088w.jpg (661 KB, 1000x1500)

New Art From Darkdoomer.

Aryanne in an uppercut motion. This is the painted version of a piece of lineart he made about 2 years ago.

It was a followup to his previous, similarly themed piece of Aryanne knocking out a stand in for Purple Stinker, after it agitated a right wing rally with its
reckless faggotry.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:39:29 No.35624486 >>35624599

>>35624421
https://mega.nz/folder/SUJlhKCJ#DugHJD_GVOxVALPaqBmsbg/folder/6JJDzYga

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:54:11 No.35624504

>>35622607
My request went quite well.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)15:59:23 No.35624516 >>35624540

>>35624416
Funny, reminds me of that old horror/snuff movie "Reich's last orgy" or something like that.
I mean, I never saw it, read the wiki page, but reads like "hey, let's be all fucking lewd and edgy so they believe our propaganda".
I mean, wtf man?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:11:04 No.35624540 >>35624560 >>35625494

>>35624516
I don't think Nazispoitation was about propaganda, it's just that S&M are pretty common fetishes and Nazis obviously feed into that desire to either be dominated and degraded or to do the same to someone else - In the case of most
Nazisploitation you usually got both, with the Nazis doing the domination to begin with and then having it turned on them. Not that these faggots would ever be willing to concede that so many people have such "harmful" fetishes (can't
be long before they start calling "unhealthy" fetishes degenerate and calling for them to be banned and for people to be "cured" of their sexual wrongthink, the fucking irony).

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:23:08 No.35624560 >>35624576 >>35624767

>>35624540
that already happens. noncon and other weird fetishes get pretty regular demands for removal on fimfic. stuff like futa and trap porn is "degrading" to trans people and should be banned too. everything is problematic when it's
convenient.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:28:11 No.35624576 >>35624589 >>35624595 >>35624767

>>35624560
I will never understand the mindset of trying to police fantasy, especially other people’s fucking fantasies. No matter how many fucking arguments I read I just don’t understand why people aren’t satisfied to live and let live and ignore
the things they don’t like or don’t appeal to them. It would make everyone happier.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:37:53 No.35624589
File: fantasize.png (294 KB, 980x550)

>>35624576
it's like they didn't
even watch the show

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:40:43 No.35624595 >>35624606
File: kittyugh.png (16 KB, 92x92)

>>35624576

>unironic bronies
>autism
>political activism
>anti chan culture policies

>money and "power"

i guess that sums it up.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:46:33 No.35624599 >>35624601

>>35624486
Thanks anon. Updated the page but cloudflare still has the old image cached for now

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:48:57 No.35624601

>>35624599
nevermind, I managed to bust the cloudflare cache

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)16:53:40 No.35624606

>>35624595 (You)
It's literally just weaponised "stop liking what I don't like" though, it's not like that's unique to twatter SJWs. Fuckers have been doing this throughout history, all kinds of moral puritans from soccer moms to religious extremists who think
wrongthink is going to destroy society. None of them understand the Streisand effect and all of them seem terrified of freedom of expression because it might lead people to believe differently from them.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)17:18:30 No.35624665 >>35624768 >>35625745
File: FockeWulfOld.png (1.04 MB, 1000x771)

Some extra Aryanne for you guys since this whole thing makes me
wanna draw her more.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)18:01:18 No.35624767

>>35624560
>stuff like futa and trap porn is "degrading" to trans people and should be banned too
Unless you plaster it with "hurr durr character is trans", then the same content miraculously switches from "trans fetishization" to "progressive".
>>35624576
Because they're babies, they're unhappy unless everything is exactly how they personally want it.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)18:02:05 No.35624768
File: 1563680426029.png (274 KB, 618x768)

>>35624665
>>276189

I could be wrong but I think ive seen Art from (You) before, Anon. I appreciate you adding a fighter plane in there as well. extra points for effort and variety. also nice touch with the photograph
filter. Pleasant style.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)18:22:18 No.35624834 >>35624838 >>35624899 >>35625222

>>35624427
I feel that you misunderstanding meta tag a bit. BLM hadn't started on Derpi, unlike this artpack. So with this artpack derpibooru should be tagged (until decided otherwise). Derpibooru tag implies meta. Meta is not about mouthpieces,
meta is about
>Stuff that's specifically to do with the site or the fandom rather than the show itself
So it's mostly because of a context. On any different booru this tag will be unneeded.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)18:23:18 No.35624838

>>35624834
*started because of events on derpi

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)18:36:07 No.35624899

>>35624834 (still me)
Okay, it may be reasonable, to remove last chain of implications. While many images directly references latest events on derpi, many of them not, and context is too subtle.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)20:00:06 No.35625222 >>35625311

>>35624834
This artpack didn't really "start on derpi" either, it started on /mlp/.
>rather than the show itself
Because BLM is totally about the show itself, right?

If "the end of Derpibooru" implies "meta" and there's no way around that, then it would make more sense to not tag them "end of derpibooru" at all, rather than have them tagged "meta".

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)20:19:15 No.35625311 >>35625422

>>35625222
>This artpack didn't really "start on derpi" either, it started on /mlp/.
I already fixed this statement in next post.
>Because BLM is totally about the show itself, right?
It has nothing to do with the fandom itself.

>If "the end of Derpibooru" implies "meta" and there's no way around that, then it would make more sense to not tag them "end of derpibooru" at all, rather than have them tagged "meta".
Already, and untagged from images without references to derpi.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)20:42:37 No.35625422

>>35625311
ok cool

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)20:55:46 No.35625494 >>35625505

>>35624540
It's telling that the Ilsa sequels, rather than being directly connected to the first, simply transplanted the formula and character to other prison settings with no real changes. Says a lot about just how little these works actually related to
Nazi ideology.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)20:57:35 No.35625505

>>35625494
it's all about the aesthetics.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)20:58:12 No.35625511

How much money has this made? Is the snoot petting vid in by now?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:00:17 No.35625745 >>35626102 >>35626123

>>35624665
>>35624475 (You)
>>35622712
>>35622579
new ary art anchors

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:22:43 No.35625829

How would a ponification of an amalgamated "pox lgbtqwtfbbq progressive" look like? I am uncreative and need it for an art piece.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:27:27 No.35625845 >>35625880 >>35625891
File: Screenshot_20200718-215122.png (51 KB, 718x334)

someone in the death of db threads suggested this as a
picture after a reading error

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:36:01 No.35625880

>>35625845
No they are using the Albinosierer

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:39:03 No.35625891 >>35625907 >>35625938 >>35625973 >>35625978

>>35625845
I have already seen the idea of and then re-suggested a comic of Aryanne with the rest of aryan ponies chasing after zeebs with buckets of white/grey paint, wiping the ones that trip or tarry, followed by the zeebs chasing Aryanne et al
with buckets of black paint to stripe them up.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:44:01 No.35625907

>>35625891
>Benny Hill music starts playing

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:53:14 No.35625938 >>35626049

>>35625891
>SJW pone sees zeebs giving chase as chance to bash the fash
>tries to start shit
>both sides turn on them, cover them in swastikas and stripes then chuck them into a dumpster
>all the pones decide to end the game and enjoy some hayburgers

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:55:58 No.35625948 >>35626132 >>35627318

>>35620757 →
https://derpibooru.org/images/2401873

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)22:59:51 No.35625973 >>35625978

>>35625891
That sounds cute, actually. A modified game of tag where getting striped/wiped changes which team you're on is pretty wholesome.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:01:30 No.35625978 >>35625990

>>35625973
>>35625891
Fug, that'd be adorable. Zebra and Pony foals playing this game while Aryanne and Zecora watch on the side lines sounds pretty comfy.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:04:26 No.35625990

>>35625978
>Anon grilling in the background.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:17:49 No.35626049 >>35626060 >>35626061 >>35626157

>>35625938
How'd the SJW pone look like though?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:20:36 No.35626060

>>35626049

big red?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:20:41 No.35626061 >>35626089
File: woah.jpg (142 KB, 1280x720)

>>35626049

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:24:45 No.35626089 >>35626124

>>35626061
She can't be a SJW, she's happy.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:27:26 No.35626102

>>35625745
>"anchors"
>doesn't anchor to the anchor post

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:30:32 No.35626123

>>35625745
>>35621290

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:30:36 No.35626124

>>35626089
this

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:31:37 No.35626132 >>35626146

>>35625948
why the fuck is this nigger uploading shit

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:33:34 No.35626146 >>35626151 >>35626178

>>35626132
Check his uploads. He's one of those faggots who is autistic about uploading. The image has been reported for rule 1.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:34:49 No.35626151

>>35626146
I'd send him a message asking him to refrain from posting any more, but knowing his type, he'd just post all of them.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:36:13 No.35626157 >>35626178

>>35626049
Problem glasses, half her mane shaved, tail cropped really short, piercings, ridiculous makeup, perpetual glare/frown, etc.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:38:57 No.35626175 >>35626189

Is it okay to post the Ary picuture in the twiggy thread?
I am not familiar with the "rules" of sharing and posting art.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:39:40 No.35626178 >>35626197

>>35626146
Won't do shit, stsyn confirmed images can stay up if they have a "legit" source (of 4chan). And it's one of the pics posted in thread.
>>35626157
Would ponies, with their inherent colorfulness, dye themselves brown and other real-horse colors to "stand out"?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:40:12 No.35626181 >>35626189

Like this whole DNP and followers only things and like surviving on art so I don't know what is considered bad taste.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:42:57 No.35626189 >>35626201

>>35626175
posting one here or there on the board is fine I think (they were all posted to the board in the first place), but don't post them to any boorus until August 8th is what I got from it

>>35626181
I don't quite understand what you're saying here

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:45:25 No.35626197

>>35626178
Probably, unless they consider that cultural appropriation of ponies from other parts that tend to come in those colors or something.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:46:29 No.35626201 >>35626210 >>35626212 >>35626217 >>35626257

>>35626189
Artists seem to get pissed by many things like this new AI or when pictures are posted and then there are all these DNP things and no-edits-please things.
I do not want to step on their toes.

>but don't post them to any boorus until August 8th is what I got from it
got from what?

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:48:06 No.35626210

>>35626201
datte in the after party stream

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:48:23 No.35626212 >>35626219

>>35626201
Artists are divas. Take it from a thread full of them. Most people here don't give a shit about reposting generally, but it takes the wind out of the artpack if all the images are available on boorus from day one.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:49:47 No.35626217

>>35626201
If you're talking about posting pics from the pack, don't post those to boorus until August 8th (so it gives people a reason to get the pack, otherwise, what's the point?)

If you're just talking about posting pictures in general on the board? Go nuts. No one gives a shit here.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:50:23 No.35626219

>>35626212
The Aryanne Twiggy picture really is just too precious at the current situation now to not post it but I don't want to step on anyones toes.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:58:05 No.35626257

>>35626201
[Incoming spoon-feeding for context, ignore if you already aware]

The general idea of posting the entirety of the art pack on August 8th is because the date will translate as 08/08/2020. Hence, 08/08, hence 8/8, hence "88".
88 is used traditionally as a hate symbol as the eighth letter of the alphabet is "h". 88 can be decoded as "Heil Hitler".

So by (seemingly confirming) that this board is ACTUALLY full of Nazis, uploading on that date will give twitter leftisists false ammunition to have reason to get mad at "dem 4chan racists", so that everyone else behind the scenes can
continue to laugh at them for taking the bait. However, if the twitter leftists don't take the bait, then it'll be nothing lost on the artpack's part.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:58:58 No.35626259 >>35626420

>>35626246
My bad. Wrong thread.

 Anonymous 07/18/20(Sat)23:59:54 No.35626270

>>35626246
Mmmmmm delicious greens~

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)00:40:27 No.35626420 >>35626432

>>35626259
no no, Post it here too
green is always good

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)00:44:07 No.35626432

>>35626420
It's nothing to do with aryanne dude: >>35626254 →

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)00:48:32 No.35626448 >>35626818 >>35626819
File: chazeeb.png (83 KB, 725x355)

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:12:43 No.35626815 >>35626818 >>35626819
File: chazeebback.png (173 KB, 791x654)

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:13:54 No.35626818 >>35626899

>>35626815
>>35626448
I'm interested in seeing the final product now.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:13:56 No.35626819 >>35626899

>>35626448
>>35626815
Nice

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:30:37 No.35626899
File: uncannyanne.png (89 KB, 451x713)

>>35626818
>>35626819
Thank you!
Honestly you'll have higher chances of seeing it finished if you visit a psychic; I'm glacially slow at actually drawing. Like, can-only-manage-finishing-anything-every-few-months slow.

Have a grateful Aryanne though.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:37:37 No.35626921 >>35626951

A poem for Derpi

You dont even know
How very mad I am
Please get out of my life
And let me Aryanne

I just wanted to grill
But you had to go shill
And now I'm in the fight
I've joined the alt-right

So I'll post aryanne
And go on my 4chans
Have so much love and fun
Posting here with my buds

Please enjoy your site
Of barrenness and plight
You chose this, yes you did
"For safety", ok kid.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:44:32 No.35626951

>>35626921
Here's hoping we don't have to give a poem to fimfiction shortly

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:44:55 No.35626956 >>35626971

Clopfics fic about Aryanne got it's ratings and comments disabled

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:47:36 No.35626971 >>35626984 >>35627054 >>35627060

>>35626956
https://www.fimfiction.net/blog/910081/regarding-recent-events

TLDR
These are preliminary changes.
Ratings and comments of some stories will be locked and/or hidden, and they won't show up in featured, this will be at mod discretion and likely up to knightly himself.
The image of a swastika is banned.

Knighty showing everyone what an admin is supposed to act like.
Rule britannia.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:48:58 No.35626978 >>35626987 >>35627000 >>35627008 >>35628179 >>35628196 >>35629334
File: 1595119644393.jpg (524 KB, 1439x1590)

It's over guys. we lost

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:50:30 No.35626984 >>35627003

>>35626971
Meanwhile this one is going completely ignored:
https://www.fimfiction.net/story/473182/this-is-a-story-where-windigos-show-up-on-earth-and-freeze-all-the-irredeemable-bigots-to-death-because-i-feathering-need-the-catharsis

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:50:52 No.35626987

>>35626978
You're right. I lost my sides. Could someone please help me find them?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:52:34 No.35626993 >>35626999 >>35627006
File: Next in line please.png (93 KB, 939x883)

My submission to the pack was pretty shit because I ran out of time to do the background properly. If anyone wants to make an edit using
this portion tho, feel free

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:53:37 No.35626999
File: aryanne at work (greenscr(...).png (1.13 MB, 3840x2160)

>>35626993
or this one

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:53:38 No.35627000

>>35626978
>600$
>Overwhelming
Kek.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:53:59 No.35627003
File: that's not friendship.png (136 KB, 617x544)

>>35626984

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:54:14 No.35627006

>>35626993
What a happy little qt.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:54:42 No.35627008 >>35627015
File: 1593980268095.png (191 KB, 400x400)

>>35626978
>600$ in a few hours
Wonder how assblasted he'll be when he finds out how much
Marenheit did in 6 hours.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:55:56 No.35627015 >>35627035 >>35627037

>>35627008
To be fair, his side doesn't have absolute madmen willing to drop 1488 dollars for a good cause.
or .1488 bitcoin.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)02:59:25 No.35627035
File: Paladin senses evil.webm (451 KB, 480x480)

>>35627015
If individual people aren't willing to drop that much money on him, maybe it's
because his cause isn't just.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:00:18 No.35627036 >>35627059 >>35627565

How much are we at now right now? $$$

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:00:21 No.35627037 >>35627043

>>35627015
Even without those, Marenheit got over 1500 bucks in the same "few hours".
Pretty sure not having bullshit "surrender your private info or fuck you" rules helped.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:01:20 No.35627043 >>35627052

>>35627037
Having better artists might have helped too.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:03:01 No.35627052

>>35627043
That's a low bar to clear, sadly.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:03:27 No.35627054

>>35626971
>this will be at mod discretion
Just the opacity everyone wants from the moderators. At least it isn't outright banning material, and knighty's good about letting things slide.
The statement overall is kind of gay and it still gives the cancel mob the moral highground. As long as people cede to their moral shaming, the attacks will not stop.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:04:51 No.35627059 >>35627068 >>35627076 >>35627565

>>35627036
Ayyy Datte my boy, when you get the chance give us some new numbers!

I'm sure shit's gonna be a relatively slow trickle from now on, but its still neat to see.

Also did we ever get an update on some snoot boop vids?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:05:44 No.35627060 >>35627078 >>35627152
File: .png (155 KB, 1319x386)

>>35626971
>this will be at mod discretion
Like this one

https://www.fimfiction.net/story/409514/oh-ja-bist-du-aber-ein-groer-starker-panzer

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:08:14 No.35627068 >>35627076

>>35627059
I need to know, I mean I can let go of the cash but I NEED the snoot boop vid!

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:10:23 No.35627076 >>35627090 >>35627094 >>35627123

>>35627059
>>35627068
Don't expect an answer. He probably got arrested for literal genocide, inciting violence, denying the holocaust, and propositioning someone to perform lewd acts with an animal.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:10:46 No.35627078 >>35627089 >>35627152

>>35627060
What was it and why are you using the description of Titty's story as an image instead of whatever this story was?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:12:36 No.35627089 >>35627152
File: 404.png (70 KB, 778x500)

>>35627078
Because everytime you click in that
one you get this.
The only way to see it is with
another fic

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:12:38 No.35627090

>>35627076
>propositioning someone to perform lewd acts with an animal
Kek'd and boop-pilled.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:13:03 No.35627094 >>35627118

>>35627076
Last time I checked he lived in the land of the free.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:14:13 No.35627100

>>35621355
Hey guys, check out his 5!

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:17:10 No.35627118 >>35627123

>>35627094
Oh, I'm sorry. Let me correct that.

Arrested for literal genocide, inciting violence, anti-Semitic hate speech, propositioning someone to perform lewd acts with an animal, fraud for failing to disperse the money as original promised, another count of fraud for failing to
disperse money after being arrested (and not allowed near a computer), conspiracy to commit fraud, organized crime, conspiracy to commit organized crime, conspiracy to commit genocide, conspiracy to incite violence, and lastly one
count of resisting arrest.
Plus whatever they find after searching his home and computer.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:17:29 No.35627120

have there been any donations since the stream?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:17:46 No.35627123 >>35627138

>>35627076
>>35627118
>He probably got arrested for literal genocide
Reminder that the average human male is worth 6.66 on the Hitler scale.

>Those who have had orgasmed to the thought of Aryanne are Neo-nazi's. Every time someone masturbates to a picture of Aryanne gassing ponies ends up killing millions off potential offspring.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:21:31 No.35627138 >>35627162

>>35627123
6.66 per ejaculation. You're likely thousands of Hitlers by now.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:24:25 No.35627152
File: 1595121648786.png (17 KB, 1030x115)

>>35627060
>>35627078
>>35627089
Nevermind

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:26:57 No.35627162
File: Nervous grin.png (286 KB, 377x768)

>>35627138
>6.66 per.
Thousands is a word that would be included in the total
number, yes.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:29:06 No.35627172 >>35627180

It took Knighty and his moderators 24 hours to deliberate on this fic https://www.fimfiction.net/story/472572/the-power-of-science

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)03:30:35 No.35627180

>>35627172
Seems reasonable depending on how many mods they have / where they are timezone wise.
It's not like there's a time limit or that they get paid for this.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:02:56 No.35627318 >>35627545

>>35625948
Is that an anonfilly in the background or just a random green pony?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:50:10 No.35627545 >>35627560

>>35627318
It is

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:52:23 No.35627560

>>35627545
Sweet

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/19/20(Sun)04:54:08 No.35627565 >>35627570 >>35627573 >>35627583 >>35627624 >>35628476
File: Screenshot_20200718_193808.jpg (88 KB, 720x1187)

>>35627036
>>35627059
Currently at 6903.39

I got word that evil was brewing and planning on mass reporting my PayPal, so I tried taking the dough out of my account earlier than planned but was told that I had reached my maximum withdrawal limit for the week.
Should go back to normal Monday.

Regardless, we are currently at 6903.39 (the 6341 we had already donated yesterday, plus 496.76 being transferred as we speak, plus 65.63 that was raised just today)

Personal goal.is to make it to 7k, I really think we can do it

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:54:56 No.35627570

>>35627565
Post an update tomorrow night or Monday morning and I'll drop whatever it takes to get us to 7k.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:55:35 No.35627573

>>35627565
These people can't see how evil they are?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:57:09 No.35627583 >>35627619
File: mlpol.png (140 KB, 756x703)

>>35627565
>Almost another $1000 in a single day
>We're still outpacing Dilatus and their BLM tag "charity"
on their opening day

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)04:59:11 No.35627591 >>35627600 >>35627601 >>35627602 >>35627603 >>35627631

As for the snootsnoot rubs, I haven't heard back since when I last asked, I guess they don't work weekends, I don't know. I'll give them till the end of Monday to respond before I poke again.

I gotta be honest with you guys, I don't even care about censorship or Aryanne. Ive always been in this for the snooter rubs.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:02:09 No.35627600

>>35627591
You're a heccin' lewdie

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:02:11 No.35627601 >>35627685

>>35627591
Is this the most expensive video of a horse being pet in history?
Counting the money not sent yet, how much is the horse charity donation pool up to?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:02:11 No.35627602

>>35627591
I care about censorship and Aryanne, but I, too, value the snootie pats.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:02:18 No.35627603 >>35627607 >>35627641 >>35627685

>>35627591
based. I would do it all just for the snoot rubs too, fuck derpi and twitter. Make sure they tell you about the horse they rub, like name, breed, history, etc. We gotta know /ourhorse/.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:03:15 No.35627607 >>35627685

>>35627603
I'd love a little bit of history on the horse if they come through! It's honestly really heartwarming to read about animal rescues, and horses especially for me.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:06:31 No.35627619 >>35627622 >>35627641

>>35627583
God I hope someone replies to his boast post bragging about getting 600 in 10 hours with the news that we raised 6k in 5 hours

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:07:10 No.35627622

>>35627619
no need to brag ourselves. I'm sure word will get to him and he can get mad all on his own.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:07:12 No.35627624 >>35627685
File: 07d.jpg (16 KB, 427x300)

>>35627565
Man, I came back to the brony fandom at just the right time. I was feeling homesick after I left a couple years ago and just when all this shit is going down, I can help out. I brought back out my Cheese Sandwich
figure in it's box and it's displaying on my shelf now. If I can, I'll try to donate some more. Hail Aryanne!

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:10:42 No.35627631 >>35627637 >>35627643
File: sad knight.jpg (815 KB, 2592x3872)

>>35627591
>This was all an elaborate ruse to pay someone to rub
a horses nose
Bros...we've been had...

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:11:48 No.35627637

>>35627631
at least the money went where it was supposed to. So we can only be so deceived.
unless he doesn't share the snoot booping video, in which case we were well and truly snookered.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:12:13 No.35627641 >>35627651

>>35627603
>inb4 it's a new horse with no known name
>literally anonymous
>>35627619
Fuck 'em. I don't even give a shit about the drama dykes anymore. This was fun as hell.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:12:32 No.35627643

>>35627631
>Datte did Derpibooru

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:13:43 No.35627651 >>35627655 >>35627659 >>35627664 >>35627674 >>35627687 >>35627704 >>35627775 >>35627829 >>35628982

>>35627641
>it's a new horse
>they let us name it
What would a good horse name be?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:14:17 No.35627655

>>35627651
Horsey McHorseface

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:14:36 No.35627659 >>35627685 >>35627715

>>35627651
we'd have to have pictures.
Color and sex determine a lot of names.
You don't name a white-coated horse Brownie, after all.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:15:08 No.35627664

>>35627651
Aryanne
Sunny Meadows

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:16:41 No.35627674 >>35627870

>>35627651
rocket launcher

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:19:07 No.35627685
File: Screenshot_20200718_201833.jpg (19 KB, 427x387)

>>35627603
>>35627607
God damn, you're absolutely right. I sent them.a message.

>>35627601
God I hope

>>35627624
Good to have you back, anon

>>35627659
>Mfw the horse is white with a blonde mane, proving once and for all meme magic is real

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:19:52 No.35627687

>>35627651
I don't think they breed horses, only rescue them. Also some horse breeds have rules for names, like the offspring have to start with the same first letter as their dad.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:22:23 No.35627694
File: Screenshot_20200718_201241.jpg (57 KB, 720x480)

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:25:24 No.35627704 >>35627711 >>35627720 >>35627723 >>35628982

>>35627651
NOT Aryanne. I know it'd be poetic, but we shouldn't saddle a real-life horse with our online drama.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:27:11 No.35627711 >>35627723 >>35627727 >>35628982

>>35627704
I was thinking the same thing, unfortunately.
Ary wouldn't be so bad, though, I think.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:28:14 No.35627715

>>35627659
Brownie Bun

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:29:06 No.35627720 >>35627943

>>35627704
What about Harry Anne?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:29:37 No.35627722

>merchant name
kek

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:29:45 No.35627723

>>35627704
I'd prefer a vague reference if it came down to being poetic. Like >>35627711 or starting with it.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:30:32 No.35627727 >>35627729 >>35627742 >>35627753 >>35627757 >>35627758 >>35627779 >>35627799 >>35628982

>>35627711
How about something more common like Anne?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:30:55 No.35627729 >>35627753 >>35627757

>>35627727
Anne is good, too.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:33:56 No.35627742 >>35627758

>>35627727
>nazi charity call the horse Anne
And by this way they can't attack the horse because can even be related to Anne Frank.
Would be ironic, "Nazi" pack save a horse and name it like a jew.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:34:18 No.35627747 >>35627752

My get will determine her new name: Lauren

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:35:39 No.35627752

>>35627747
Rerolling once and no more for the horse named Lauren Faust

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:35:43 No.35627753 >>35627760 >>35627764 >>35627774 >>35627824
File: 1584419901031.gif (19 KB, 296x280)

>>35627727
>>35627729
I want this to happen so badly now. My heart is ready for you Anne,
wherever you are

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:36:33 No.35627757

>>35627727
>>35627729
Anne is kind of a shit name for a horse ngl.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:36:42 No.35627758 >>35627774

>>35627727
>>35627742
My vote for Anne. It's a cute name, related to aryANNE

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:36:59 No.35627760 >>35627766 >>35627769 >>35627777 >>35627781

>>35627753
What if it’s a stallion?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:37:24 No.35627764

>>35627753
Anne is a sweet name for a horsie. I'd love to.pet Anne.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:38:26 No.35627766

>>35627760
Larson

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:39:05 No.35627769 >>35627770 >>35627772 >>35627781

>>35627760
Anon

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:40:17 No.35627770 >>35627772 >>35627778

>>35627769
Fuck. A stallion named Anon. I need this

Anon if male
Anne if female

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:40:57 No.35627772 >>35627776

>>35627769
>>35627770
Nooooo guys then half the threads on the board will start screeching

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:41:24 No.35627774

>>35627753
>>35627758
Imagine if we saved up to adopt Anne

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:42:01 No.35627775

>>35627651
Fairy Anne

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:42:09 No.35627776

>>35627772
Let them. I would pet Anon/Anne the horsie.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:42:13 No.35627777 >>35627782 >>35627788 >>35627800 >>35627810 >>35628455

>>35627760
moot

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:42:14 No.35627778

>>35627770
I like this.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:42:19 No.35627779 >>35627786

>>35627727
That name sound so freaking cute
Anne would be the best girl and blessed by aryanne

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:42:47 No.35627781

>>35627760
>>35627769
Nonny?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:43:20 No.35627782 >>35627792
File: small.jpg (45 KB, 320x180)

>>35627777
QUADS DEMAND IT

A STALLION NAMED MOOT

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:44:31 No.35627786

>>35627779
The only way it could be better is if she turned out to have a white coat.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:45:25 No.35627788

>>35627777
Fuck.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:45:40 No.35627792
File: Late night fillyposting.png (183 KB, 800x533)

>>35627782
Fuck, I want it to be
named Anon

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:46:21 No.35627795 >>35628061

I really hope /mlp/ don't become into a simp if the horse end being female.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:48:41 No.35627799

>>35627727
I'd kinda want it to be more of a pony name desu

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:49:01 No.35627800

>>35627777
>art pack will make $7777
>horse will be a stallion
>it will be nicknamed moot
You don't go against those digits.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:49:44 No.35627803 >>35627806 >>35627808 >>35627809 >>35627826 >>35627837

Frozen Peach

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/19/20(Sun)05:50:05 No.35627804

Really though, if through some amazing turn of events, we do get to name a horsie, I'll leave it up to a strawpoll.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:50:36 No.35627806 >>35627808 >>35627820 >>35627837
File: Happy nods.gif (108 KB, 265x263)

>>35627803
Freezy Peach would be cute

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:51:16 No.35627808 >>35627820

>>35627803
>>35627806
Freezy P
Freeze P Herman

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:51:18 No.35627809 >>35627820

>>35627803
Bruh
That or Freezepeach would be an adorable horsie name

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:51:18 No.35627810

>>35627777
Witnessing in epic bread

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:55:16 No.35627820 >>35627830

>>35627806
>>35627808
>>35627809
something with Peach would be good. it'd fly under the radar enough that nobody could latch onto it and try to spin it for some bullshit

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:55:34 No.35627824 >>35627845

>>35627753
>70 years pass
>Pony is all but forgotten, even amongst small cliques of nerds with strange, niche tastes. Lost, like tears in the rain.
>And in a few moments, you, along with the last of these memories, will be gone too.
>As the Reaper approaches the bed in which you lie, a blinding light fills the room
>Out from the light gallops Anne, who promptly bucks the ever loving SHIT out of him
>With a happy nicker and a nuzzle, you feel yourself thrown upwards before falling into a deep slumber
>When you awaken, you find yourself lying in a flower-covered meadow, youth regained.
>In the distance, you see a strangely familiar white mare cautiously cantering towards you.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:56:25 No.35627826

>>35627803
Or just the classic pet name Peaches

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:56:58 No.35627829

>>35627651
call her nyx

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:57:06 No.35627830

>>35627820
No matter what their name is I expect to see some fanart of them hanging out with Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)05:58:16 No.35627837
File: Coconod.gif (228 KB, 250x250)

>>35627803
>>35627806
Freezy Peach sounds
top cute.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:01:11 No.35627844 >>35627846 >>35627849 >>35627850 >>35627854 >>35627855 >>35627861

>still debating after anon got fucking quads
Have you fags no respect for tradition?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:01:22 No.35627845

>>35627824
Please.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:02:00 No.35627846 >>35627858

>>35627844
Anon, that name only count if the horse is a stallion

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:02:40 No.35627849

>>35627844
Moot would be for a stallion.
Freezy Peach/Anne would be for mare.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:02:42 No.35627850 >>35627894

>>35627844
Moot is a shitty name, and that’s only if it’s a stallion

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:03:18 No.35627854
File: 1554906204199.png (338 KB, 596x536)

>>35627844
Check 'em division
reporting for duty.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:03:19 No.35627855

>>35627844
Everyone is dreaming with a good girl mare. That name is already reserved for the stallion

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:03:53 No.35627858 >>35627862

>>35627846
>Forgetting that moot wished to be the little girl
It should be moot whatever sex the pone is.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:04:18 No.35627859 >>35627864 >>35627866 >>35627879

>Arguing about naming a horse that likely already has a name

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:05:01 No.35627861

>>35627844
>implying the moot quads were legit

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:05:02 No.35627862

>>35627858
>moot if boy
>mootykins if girl
ez

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:05:11 No.35627864 >>35627871

>>35627859
Just for fun, Anon. You remember fun, right?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:05:54 No.35627866
File: Berry sad.png (81 KB, 327x213)

>>35627859
We can dream

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:07:13 No.35627870

>>35627674
I'm ok with this unless someone finds something better later after we see what the horse looks like.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:07:15 No.35627871
File: fun is a parasite.png (38 KB, 200x284)

>>35627864

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:10:37 No.35627879 >>35627887
File: 2397391.png (81 KB, 1422x838)

>>35627859
If twitter can fight imaginary nazis we can
pet imaginary horses...

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:12:55 No.35627887

>>35627879
>twitter would gladly OC spray this sad mare

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:16:28 No.35627894
File: 1575961577644.jpg (16 KB, 427x250)

>>35627850
moot stood up for free speech and anonymous posting. naming
him anon is a bit vain.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)06:31:17 No.35627943

>>35627720
Or just change the spelling. Arie-Anne

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:09:23 No.35628061

>>35627795
nothing wrong with simping a mare

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:43:55 No.35628155

>>35621656
He kinda was, but somebody had to be the good guy

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:49:05 No.35628170

>>35622263
Thank you Furry.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:51:17 No.35628176

>>35621895
tbf that caused a lot of the niggerdry we see today so that might've been a bad example. Not that it should be censored but they def had an effect on the spread of this shit.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:51:51 No.35628179 >>35628195 >>35628196

>>35626978
Is it for a charity or omething?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:55:26 No.35628195 >>35628223 >>35628233 >>35628257

>>35628179
In order to get the tags you need to pay 2$ (supposedly this is less than cost to produce) per tag and submit to them proof of a $15 donation to your choice of a few charities (BLM, NAACP shit like that) per tag as well.

I guarantee you this was because they're all so fucking untrustworthy to even each other that none of them would trust anyone to just take the money and actually donate it, instead of split with it. Kinda sad really.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)07:55:45 No.35628196 >>35628233

>>35626978
>>35628179
This where is his money going?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)08:03:03 No.35628223

>>35628195
They didn't want someone from 4chan scooping it up for nefarious purposes, huh

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)08:05:14 No.35628233 >>35628238 >>35628708 >>35628725

>>35628196
So if he raised 600 dollars for tags and what >>35628195 said was true, then dos that mean he raised 4,500 dollars in total for whatever charties the people who bought tags chose?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)08:06:58 No.35628238 >>35628250

>>35628233
Nope. Dildarus said MAY hit 100 by the end of the day. Meaning $1500 in donations + $200 for the tag itself if they actually hit that number.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)08:11:45 No.35628250 >>35628513

>>35628238
And that's only if there aren't people passing around the same receipt to get multiple tags as mentioned by >>35627034 →

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)08:15:20 No.35628257 >>35628263

>>35628195
>because they're all so fucking untrustworthy to even each other that none of them would trust anyone to just take the money and actually donate it,
But remember guys WE are the bad guys here. We are so vile that we are considered satan incanate.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)08:18:42 No.35628263

>>35628257
>We are so vile that we are considered satan incanate.
Well, evil does have standards.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)09:25:11 No.35628455

>>35627777
fuck moot he sold out

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)09:33:05 No.35628476
File: ANRXZRd.jpg (13 KB, 403x403)

>>35627565
Imagine being such an ass blasted faggot that you'll take money away from charities just to own evil nazis who aren't even nazis.
Who's the bad guys again?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)09:45:01 No.35628513 >>35628564

>>35628250
Which tags you got?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)09:55:18 No.35628564 >>35628577 >>35628594

>>35628513
>trying to find out who he was before the tags are shipped.
Nice try dilboy ^:)

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)09:58:53 No.35628577

>>35628564
Alright?

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)10:04:45 No.35628594

>>35628564
why would you even want the tags

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)10:46:21 No.35628708 >>35628725

>>35628233
>So if he raised 600 dollars for tags
Confirmed orders *equating* to $600 in donations. So at the time of the tweet a maximum of 40 people donated.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)10:56:26 No.35628725

>>35628233
>>35628708
wait shit i'm dumb that second part was irrelevant

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)11:35:58 No.35628800 >>35628817 >>35629018

I wanted to participate in this but life has just been too busy, and it's been hard enough to keep up with my normal art obligations. Just donated to the cause though. $19.84 cause I don't want the world to become '1984'.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)11:45:50 No.35628817
File: check_em.png (86 KB, 334x377)

>>35628800
Checked that double
doubles.
Thank you for your
support, anon!

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)13:32:55 No.35628982 >>35628985

>>35627727
>>35627711
>>35627704
>>35627651

Mary-Anne.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)13:34:41 No.35628985

>>35628982

I think theyve settled for moot.
otherwise Maryanne is a good alternative.

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)13:58:05 No.35629018 >>35629159

>>35628800
Ooh, original
Now we need someone to drop $1984

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)15:22:38 No.35629159

>>35629018
And $451

 Anonymous 07/19/20(Sun)16:45:58 No.35629334
File: Archie fulfills his civic(...).png (245 KB, 362x384)

>>35626978
I never thought I'd have a reason to post this ever again. Did this on a /co/ thread way back, well before I knew who dilarus even was. But I think this sums up things perfectly.
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